In this paper we present embeddings of complete binary trees into butter y networks with or without wrap-around connections. Let m be an even integer and q = m+blog mc?1.
Introduction
Understanding and developing relationships between di erent interconnection networks is an important issue in parallel processing 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12] . In this paper we study the relationship between a complete binary tree network T and a butter y network B and present embeddings of T into B: Let T(q) be a 2 q+1 ?1-node complete binary tree, where q = m+blog mc?1 and m is an even integer. Let B w (m) (resp. B(m)) be a m2 mnode (resp. (m + 1)2 m -node) butter y with (resp. without) wrap-around connections.
In 4], Bhatt et. al. showed how to embed T(q) into B w (m+3) with a dilation of 4: While this embedding has constant expansion, it uses a butter y that has 8 times 1 as many nodes as necessary. In this paper we rst present two improved embeddings for T(q): One embeds T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 4: Another one embeds T(q) into B w (m + 2) with an optimal dilation of 2: These two embeddings and the one presented in 4], use the wrap-around connections of a butter y heavily. We show that a butter y with wrap-around connections is (up to a constant factor) no more powerful than one without wrap-around connections. More precisely, we show how to embed B w (m) into a no wrap-around butter y network B(m) with a dilation of 3: Using this embedding we are able to embed T(q) into B(m + 1) with a dilation of 8 and into B(m + 2) with a dilation of 5: We next give de nitions and notation used throughout this paper.
An embedding < f; g > of T into B is de ned by a bijective mapping f from the nodes of T to the nodes of B together with a mapping g that maps every edge e = (v; w) of T onto a path g(e) connecting f(v) and f(w). We refer to f as the assignment. Two commonly and extensively studied cost measures of an embedding are the dilation and the expansion 1, 4, 9, 11]. The dilation is de ned as the maximum distance in B between two adjacent nodes in T, and the expansion is de ned as the ratio of the number of nodes in B to the number of nodes in T:
Let T(q) be a complete binary tree having 2 q+1 ?1 nodes, where q = m+blog mc?1:
The q + 1 levels of T(q) are numbered 0; 1; . . . ; q: Let B w (m) be a butter y network 1 For simplicity we omit the lower order terms. In Section 2 we describe the embedding of tree T(q) into butter y B w (m + 1) which has a dilation of 4: This embedding achieves the same dilation as the one in 4], but it has an expansion of 2; versus an expansion of 8: We note that it is straight forward to modify the embedding of 4] so that it uses a B w (m+2) instead of a B w (m+3): Section 3 contains the embedding of T(q) into B w (m+2) which has a dilation of 2: With respect to dilation this embedding is optimal since no embedding with O(1) expansion can achieve a dilation less than 2 4] . Section 4 shows how to embed B w (m) into B(m) with a dilation of 3 and how to use this result to obtain embeddings of T(q) into butter ies that have no wrap-around connections.
The embeddings of Sections 2 and 3 use the same general approach as described in 4]. More precisely, we also use the notion of a signatory 1 and a serial number in the PWL strings. These concepts ensure that no two nodes of T(q) are assigned to the same node of the butter y. For our embeddings, as well as the embedding presented in 4], it is crucial that at some point nodes on the same level of T(q) are assigned to di erent levels in the butter y. This is achieved in 4] and by the embedding described in Section 2 by having subtrees grow upwards and then downwards in the butter y for varying number of levels. Doing so results in a dilation of 4: Our embedding described in Section 3 uses a di erent technique to achieve assigning nodes on the same level of the tree to di erent levels of the butter y and thus achieves a dilation of 2:
2 Embedding T(q) into B w (m + 1) In this section we describe how to embed T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 4: The embedding can be viewed as \ ne-tuning" the strategy used in 4]. In the embedding presented in 4], tree T(q) is embedded into B w (m + 3) in three stages. The rst stage embeds levels 0 to log m?1 of T(q); the second stage embeds levels log m to m 2 +log m?1; and the third stage embeds the remaining levels of T(q): In order to avoid collisions among the embeddings of the three stages, each stage is simply embedded in a di erent copy of B w (m + 1) in B w (m + 3): Our embedding uses bit positions in such a way that the di erent stages of the embedding can share sub-butter y networks as much as possible.
Let B 1 be the left half of B w (m+1) and B 2 be the right half of B w (m+1); as shown in Figure 2 : For clarity reasons, henceforth we refer to the nodes of T(q) as PEs (Processing Elements) and to the nodes of the butter y as nodes. We embed T(q) into B w (m + 1) in four stages. Stage 1 embeds the rst log m levels of T(q) with a dilation of 2 so that the For the description of the embedding given next assume that m is a power of two. Our result holds, however, for any even m and we describe the necessary changes at the end of Section 2.
A unary-straight branching is a branching from a node on level l to a node on level l + 1 using the straight edge. A unary-cross branching is a branching from a node on level l to a node on level l + 1 using the cross edge. Finally, a binary branching is a branching from a node on level l to two nodes on level l + 1 using the straight and the cross edge. Figure 2 ; we show rst few steps of the embedding in this stage. It is easy to see that no two PEs are assigned to the same node, i.e, there are no collisions. unary-cross branching. Figure 3 shows these rst few steps. After having handled the bits in the head of the PWL string, we now use unary-straight (which keeps the 0's) and binary branchings to assign further levels. After having placed the PEs on level m=2 ? 2 to nodes in level m ? 5 of B 1 , we change the strategy for the remaining two levels as follows. A unary-straight, a binary, and a unary-straight branching assigns the PEs on level m=2?1 to nodes on level m?2 of B 1 : Finally, a binary, a unary-straight, a unary-cross (to level 0 in B 2 ), and a unary-straight branching (to level m in B 2 ) assigns the PEs on level m=2 of T k (m) to nodes on level m of B 2 : This strategy results in a dilation of 2 between levels l and l + 1 of T k (m); for 1 l m=2 ? 3; and a dilation of 3 (resp. 4) between levels m=2 ? 2 (resp. m=2 ? 1) and m=2 ? 1 (resp. m=2). Table 2 In this case the PEs on level 1 of T 1 (4) are assigned to nodes on level 2 (using line 5) and the PEs on level 2 of T 1 (4) are assigned to nodes on level 4 (using line 6). The branchings done are somewhat di erent, but the dilation is at most 4. We next consider the case when the signatory 1 is positioned in the tail. The overall strategy is as before. Table 3 shows the assignments for 1 k < log m ? 1 and Table 4 the ones for k = 0. We brie y discuss Table 3 Table 4 shows the assignments for tree T 0 (m). In order to be consistent with Tables 2 and 3 , we show 0 's in Table 4 . However, every 0 corresponds to a 0. The situation for tree T 0 (m) when m = 4 is similar to the situation described for tree T 1 (4) whose assignments are given in Table 2 . The PEs on level 1 of T 0 (4) are assigned to nodes on level 2 (using line 4 of Table 4 ) and the PEs on level 2 of T 0 (4) are assigned to nodes on level 4 (using line 5). We next show that there are no collisions within Stage 2. Obviously, if a node gets two PEs assigned, they must come from di erent T k (m)'s. Let x k and x j be two PEs from T k (m) and T j (m); respectively, that are assigned to nodes on level r. Let y k and y j be the PWL strings of these nodes, respectively. We show that y k 6 = y j : Assume, without loss of generality, that j < k: We consider two cases depending on the value of k: The dilation between the root of S i (k) and the two PEs on level 1 is at most 3 (it is 1 when k = 1 and 3 when k > 1). The dilation between the remaining levels of S i (k) is 4:
An exception occurs between levels bk=2c and dk=2e when k is odd, and between levels bk=2c and bk=2c + 1 when k is even: in these cases the dilation is 2: Since signatory 1 is Every tree in R k has m=2 ? k levels that need to be embedded.
Recall that the roots of these trees (i.e., the leaves of S i (k)) were assigned for k 1 in In Section 2 we described how to embed T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 4: Naturally, the question arises whether there exists an embedding that achieves a smaller dilation. We do not yet know how to embed T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation less than 4; but we next show how to embed T(q) into B w (m + 2) with a dilation of 2: This embedding achieves an optimal dilation since no embedding with O(1) expansion can achieve a dilation less than 2 4] . For the purposes of description, we again assume that m is a power of two. Our results hold, however, for any even integer m and the necessary changes are described at the end of The main di erence between this embedding and the one described in the previous section is in Stage 2: Our previous embedding and the one in 4] achieve assigning the PEs on the same level of T(q) to di erent levels in the butter y by growing subtrees upwards and downwards for varying number of levels. The embedding of this section achieves the same e ect by having di erent subtrees grow for di erent number of levels already in Stage 2 right after the signatory 1 has been placed. Avoiding the upwards and downwards growth, together with other modi cations, allows us to reduce the dilation from 4 to 2: We now describe each stage in the embedding of this section in more detail. corresponds to the rightmost position of the head in case log m is odd and to the second rightmost position in case log m is even. The embedding for the case when the signatory 1 is positioned in the tail is similar. In order to place 0's in the odd-numbered positions before the placement of the signatory 1, we now make a unary-cross or unary-straight branching depending on the value of .
We show the assignments for 1 k < d log m?1 2 e in Table 6 . The assignments for tree T 0 (m) are shown in Table 7 
Embeddings using no wrap-around
In the previous two sections we described two embeddings of complete binary trees into a butter ies with wrap-around connections. Both embeddings make heavy use of the wraparound connections. In this section we rst show that, while wrap-around connections are convenient, they do not make the butter y more powerful (in an asymptotic sense). More precisely, we next describe an embedding of B w (m) into B(m) which has a dilation of 3: To the best of our knowledge this useful result has not been documented in the literature. By making use of this result, we then show that T(q) can be embedded into B(m + 1) (resp. B(m + 2)) with a dilation of 8 (resp. 5).
For For example, when m = 8 a PE with PWL string 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 is assigned to the node that has PWL string 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 = 0 7 1 6 2 5 3 4 : Furthermore, PEs 3: This completes the embedding of B w (m) into B(m) with a dilation of 3; and we next brie y describe the embedding of T(q) into a no wrap-around butter y.
By rst embedding T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 4 (using the embedding of Section 2) and then embedding B w (m + 1) into B(m + 1) with a dilation of 3; it immediately follows that T(q) can be embedded into B(m + 1) with a dilation of at most 4 3 = 12: Similarly, T(q) can be embedded into B(m + 2) with a dilation of at most 2 3 = 6: However, since only the wrap-around edges incur a dilation of 3 and the remaining edges incur a dilation of at most 2; we can do better. Every edge of T(q) maps onto a path of length at most 4 in B w (m + 1) and every such path contains at most one wrap-around edge. Hence, the dilation of every edge of T(q) is at most 3 + 2 + 2 + 2 = 9: Similar arguments can be used to embed T(q) into B(m + 2) with a dilation of only 3 + 2 = 5:
In 
Conclusions
In this paper we described two embeddings of a complete binary tree T into a wraparound butter y B w , and two embeddings of T into a no wrap-around butter y B: The rst embedding embeds T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 4; where q = m + blog mc ? 1: The second one embeds T(q) into B w (m + 2) with a dilation of 2: The rst embedding achieves an expansion of 2; while the second one achieves an expansion of 4 and an optimal dilation. An embedding optimizing both the dilation and the expansion would embed T(q) into B w (m + 1) with a dilation of 2 (for even m) 4]. We feel that a technique di erent from the one using signatory 1's is needed to achieve this bound.
Our third (resp. fourth) embedding embeds T(q) into B(m + 1) (resp. B(m + 2)) with a dilation of 8 (resp. 5).
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